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AbstractWe investigate prompt convection in core collapse supernovae and its consequences forthe late-time shock evolution and supernova outcome. We examine the evolution of the coreprior to the onset of convection and nd that the negative entropy gradients imprinted onthe outer core by the weakening shock, which, along with the negative lepton gradient, drivethe convection, are very sensitive to (1) the neutrino transport and microphysics includedin the core collapse simulation and (2) the nuclear equation of state. We perform a numberof detailed one-dimensional spherically symmetric simulations of prompt convection using amixing length algorithm in a code coupling the core hydrodynamics with multigroup ux-limited diusion of neutrinos of all types. We nd that prompt convection does not have asignicant eect on the neutrino luminosities or spectra in the postshock region and, conse-quently, on the late-time postshock neutrino heating and shock evolution. Consequently, wedo not nd that prompt convection is important for the supernova explosion mechanism.
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1 IntroductionCore collapse supernovae result when the iron core of an evolved, massive star becomesunstable to gravitational collapse. The stiening of nuclear matter above saturation densitycauses the collapsing core to rebound and generate an outwardly propagating shock wavethat must ultimately be responsible for reversing and ejecting the outer infalling layers ofthe star. However, because of dissociation and neutrino losses, the immediate fate of theshock is that it weakens and then stalls as it propagates through the outer part of the ironcore (Mazurek 1982; Burrows & Lattimer 1983, 1985; Bruenn 1989ab; Baron & Cooperstein1990). The stagnation of the shock, while signaling the failure of a \prompt" supernovamechanism, sets the stage for a shock reheating mechanism, which may occur over hundredsof milliseconds and whereby neutrino energy deposition via e and e absorption by nucleonsbehind the shock reenergizes it, causing the shock to move outward again (Bethe & Wilson1985; Wilson 1985). However, no recent numerical simulations of shock reheating and thesubsequent shock evolution produce explosions unless the neutrino luminosity is boostedby some other mechanism, such as convection (Bruenn 1993; Cooperstein 1993; Wilson &Mayle 1993), or the eciency of neutrino heating behind the shock is increased by convection(Herant et al. 1994).There are at least three distinct convective episodes that may develop during the shockreheating phase, each of which is claimed to play a key role in the explosion mechanism.(1) Prompt convection near and below the neutrinosphere, occurring immediately after thepassage of the shock (Burrows & Fryxell 1992, 1993; Janka 1993; Janka & Muller 1993a;Muller 1993; Herant et al. 1994). This convection is initially driven by negative entropygradients that get imprinted on the core by the weakening shock and is shortly thereafterabetted by the negative lepton gradient that arises near and below the neutrinosphere fol-lowing e losses from the postshock matter at shock breakout. (2) \Neutron ngers" belowthe neutrinosphere, which may eventually extend to include much or all of the inner core(Wilson & Mayle 1993). This instability can arise in the presence of a positive entropygradient and a negative lepton gradient if the ratio of neutrino energy transport to neutrinolepton transport between a convecting element and its surroundings exceeds a certain value,which depends on the equation of state. Neutron ngers grow on a diusion timescale ofhundreds of milliseconds. (3) Convection between the gain radius (the radius above whichneutrino heating dominates neutrino cooling) and the shock. This convection is driven bythe negative entropy gradient in this region, which is established by a combination of mate-rial inow and net neutrino heating (Bethe 1990; Herant et al. 1992; Colgate et al. 1993;Miller et al. 1993; Janka & Muller 1993b; Herant et al. 1994). Both prompt convectionand neutron ngers have been credited with increasing the neutrino luminosity above thecritical value needed for shock revival. Convection above the gain radius has been credited3
with increasing the neutrino heating eciency for a given luminosity.In this letter we summarize our investigation of prompt convection and its consequencesfor the shock evolution. Our focus is on whether or not prompt convection can trigger asupernova. To model this convective episode, we use a one-dimensional hydrodynamics codeand a mixing length algorithm for the convection, coupled to a sophisticated multigroupux-limited diusion code for the neutrino transport. Our investigation complements themultidimensional hydrodynamics simulations of the prompt convection, in which the hydro-dynamics more accurately simulates the convection but the neutrino transport has eithernot been included or has been by necessity oversimplied (Burrows & Fryxell 1992, 1993;Janka 1993; Janka & Muller 1993a; Muller 1993; Herant et al. 1994).We consider convection in the Ledoux approximation, leaving the muchmore complicatedstability considerations resulting from the presence of both energy and lepton diusion (neu-tron ngers) to a subsequent paper (Bruenn & Dineva 1994). Moreover, because the vigorand the extent of the prompt Ledoux convection depend on the entropy and lepton proles,we examine how these proles are aected during the prior evolution by varying the neutrinomicrophysics, the nuclear equation of state, the theory of gravity (Newtonian gravity versusgeneral relativity), and the precollapse model.
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2 The Prompt Convective Episode2.1 Numerical MethodTo simulate the prompt convective episode, we added a mixing length algorithm forLedoux convection to the supernova code described in Bruenn (1985) and Bruenn and Hax-ton (1992). This code couples spherically symmetric Newtonian or general relativistic hy-drodynamics to multigroup ux-limited diusion of neutrinos of all types. For most of theresults presented in this paper, Newtonian gravity and O(v=c) hydrodynamics are used sothat interesting results can be recomputed with our Boltzmann code (Mezzacappa 1993;Mezzacappa & Bruenn 1993abc) or compared with recent multidimensional numerical sim-ulations (Burrows & Fryxell 1992, 1993; Janka 1993; Janka & Muller 1993a; Herant et al.1994). We note that, in our convection algorithm, neutrinos below their neutrinospheresare advected with the matter and special care is taken in accounting for the change in theirenergy distributions that results from this advection. For details, we refer the reader toBruenn and Mezzacappa (1994).2.2 Convective InstabilityIn the presence of entropy (s) and electron fraction (Ye) gradients, convective instabilityin the Ledoux approximation arises when a uid element displaced at constant s and Yeand in pressure equilibrium with its surroundings experiences buoyancy forces that tend toamplify the displacement; i.e., when( @ log @ log Ye )s;P (d log Yedr ) + (@ log @ log s )Ye;P (d log sdr ) < 0 (1)In our numerical simulations, convection is turned on whenever inequality (1) is satised,provided the region in question is interior to the shock. Whether a negative gradient in s ora negative gradient in Ye is dominant in driving convection depends on the relative valuesof the coecients of these gradients in inequality (1), i.e., the ratio of (@ log )=(@ log Ye)s;Pto (@ log )=(@ log s)Ye;P . For matter in nuclear statistical equilibrium, this ratio is a verysensitive function of the matter entropy, varying from  10 for s  1 to  10 2 for s  6 (sis the dimensionless entropy per baryon). It is in the high-entropy postshock matter wherenegative gradients in s and Ye arise from shock stagnation, and we therefore conclude thatnegative gradients in s will be the dominant driving force for the prompt convective episodeuntil smoothed out by the convection, at which point the negative Ye gradient maintainednear the neutrinosphere drives a less vigorous convection.5
2.3 Initial Conditions for the Prompt ConvectionFigure 1 shows the dependence of the entropy proles on the transport microphysicsused to compute the core collapse. The peaks and troughs in these proles result fromthe (damped) oscillations of the inner core following rebound. When the core recedes inradius, a rarefaction wave is produced, which weakens the shock; the opposite occurs whenthe core expands. The gure shows that the collapse calculation in which only e's aretransported and both neutrino-electron scattering (`NES') and ion-ion correlation corrections(`ion-ion') are turned o produces a very convectively unstable region (large negative gradientin s) immediately below the e-sphere. Each improvement in the calculation reduces theinstability of the region and moves the region inwards. Our most realistic calculation, shownby the solid lines, has only mildly unstable regions which, on subsequent calculation, do notproduce vigorous convection.Figure 2 shows the eect of using dierent equations of state (EOS). Four core collapsesimulations were run through bounce and shock stagnation. The resulting s and Ye prolesfor these models are shown. The names given to the models denote their important features.Thus, `WPE15' and `N20' denote the 15M and 20M precollapse models of Woosley etal. (1988) and Nomoto (Hachisu et al. 1990), respectively; `ls (180)' refers to the Lattimer-Swesty (Lattimer & Swesty 1991) equation of state with a value of 180 MeV for the nuclearincompressibility,KS ; `bck (A-B-C)' refers to the Cooperstein-BCK equation of state (Coop-erstein 1985; Baron et al. 1985ab) with the parameter set  =A, KS =B MeV, and Sv =CMeV, where  is the adiabatic index for  > nuclear and Sv is the bulk symmetry energy pa-rameter. While the parameter set (2.5-180-31.5) is realistic, the parameter set (2.0-140-36.0)maximizes the initial shock strength (softer EOS; larger inner core) and thereby producesa large negative entropy gradient. Unlike the other models, the evolution of model N20bck (2.0-140-36.0) was computed up to shock stagnation with e's only and with `NES' and`ion-ion' turned o, with the aim of again maximizing the initial shock strength. The con-vectively unstable regions in these postbounce models include between 0:2M and 0:3Mand are located slightly below the e-sphere for models WPE15 ls (180) and N20 ls (180)and overlap the e-sphere for the other two models. The most convectively unstable regionresults from using the BCK equation of state with the unrealistic parameter set (2.0-140-36.0). The more realistic parameter set (2.5-180-31.5) produces a less unstable region, andthe LS (180) equation of state (Lattimer & Swesty 1991) produces only a mildly unstableregion. Not shown are comparisons of models computed with Newtonian and general rel-ativistic hydrodynamics and models initiated from dierent precollapse models. Switchingfrom Newtonian to general relativistic hydrodynamics results in similar entropy proles butshifted to smaller radii. Increasing the precollapse core mass has a similar eect.6
2.4 Simulations of the Prompt Convective EpisodeTwo simulations were initiated from each of the postbounce models in Figure 2, one withconvection and one without (as a reference). Dierences in the neutrino luminosities betweenthe models with convection and the reference models were time dependent and dependedon the neutrino type but, for the most part, were insignicant. This is evident in Figure 3,where we plot the neutrino luminosities below the neutrinosphere and at r = 1000 km fortwo models initiated from model N20 ls (180). The dierences were most pronounced formodel N20 bck (2.0-140-36.0), where they reached  30%, but, in this case, these dierenceswere seen only for a short period of time. In general, the dierences in the RMS neutrinoenergies were even smaller. From Figure 3, it is also evident that the ratio of the neutrinodiusion time to the crossing time of a convecting element in the unstable region, which canbe a factor of two or more, does not provide a reliable indicator of the neutrino luminosityenhancement brought about by convection. This is because most of the energy and leptonsbrought to the neutrinosphere immediately after shock stagnation do not come from neutrinodiusion from the inner core but are advected inward by the rapid accretion of matter ontothe protoneutron star. In Figure 3, it is evident that the e and e luminosities below theneutrinosphere are signicantly smaller than their respective luminosities at r = 1000 kmduring the convective period, which, for this model, occurs between t  90 msec and t  130msec. (The  and  luminosities at the two locations do not dier very much because the and  neutrinos are produced in the hot, shocked outer core and not in the accretedmatter.)In Figure 4, we show the neutrinosphere radii, gain radii, and shock radii as a function oftime for the same two models. Within the rst 10{50 milliseconds after bounce, which is thetime interval during which prompt convection occurs, the e gain radius is very close to theshock and, consequently, the heating region for e absorption in the postshock matter is verynarrow. In contrast, the e absorbing region is signicantly wider. However, at this time thee luminosity is suppressed because of the initially large value of Ye at the neutrinosphere.This suppression is evident in Figure 3. Therefore, the conditions in the region betweenthe neutrinospheres and the shock are not conducive for signicant neutrino heating of thepostshock matter to occur. To make matters worse, the mass accretion rate through theshock is very high immediately after shock propagation, causing the shock to be heavilytamped.In no instance did we nd signicant dierences in the shock evolution between the modelswith convection and those without. In Figure 4, the shock radius increases on average untilt  55 msec and eventually recedes on average to r  150 km at t = 400 msec, which istypical behavior exhibited by all of the models we considered.7
3 ConclusionsThis investigation nds that prompt convection does not play a signicant role in theexplosion mechanism. There are several reasons for this:(1) The production of a large negative entropy gradient requires the stagnation of aninitially strong shock. The strength of the shock, in turn, is sensitive to the equation ofstate and neutrino microphysics and transport used to compute the core collapse. Modelscomputed with realistic neutrino transport and equation of state parameters do not producestrong shocks. Reminiscent of the problems with obtaining a prompt explosion, the mostrealistic calculations tend to produce the weakest shocks and, therefore, the least unstableregions.(2) Convection does not dramatically aect the neutrino luminosities or their RMS en-ergies. Most of the energy and leptons brought to the neutrinosphere during the promptconvective episode (and in general) do not come from neutrino diusion from the inner corebut are advected inward by the matter accreting onto the protoneutron star.(3) During the time when prompt convection occurs, the region between the neutri-nospheres and the shock is not yet in an appropriate state for signicant neutrino heating orshock revival to occur. The e heating region is very narrow, and, although the e heatingregion is signicantly wider, the e luminosity is suppressed by the initially large value of Yeat the neutrinosphere. Moreover, at this time the shock is heavily tamped by the initiallylarge mass accretion rate.
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Figure CaptionsFigure 1: Entropy and electron fraction proles at approximately 19 ms after bounce formodels computed through core collapse and bounce with dierent transport microphysics.The calculations were initiated from a 20M precollapse model of Nomoto and used theLattimer-Swesty equation of state.Figure 2: Entropy and electron fraction proles for the models used as initial conditionsin our simulations. The important parameters of the models are described in the text.Figure 3: A comparison of the neutrino luminosities below the neutrinosphere and atr = 1000 km for two simulations initiated from model N20 ls (180) (shown in Figure 2). Onesimulation includes prompt convection, the other (the reference simulation) does not.Figure 4: The e and e neutrinosphere radii, e and e gain radii, and shock radius as afunction of time for model N20 ls (180) (shown in Figure 2).
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